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Counter Comments to responses received on 
Consultation paper by TRAI on Voice 
Mail/Audiotex/Unified Messaging Services 
Licence. Dt. 08/08/2016 

 

After reading the responses to consultation papers, it is evident enough, that there is a clear 

divide between the Startup or SME players and the Telcos or the industry bodies representing 

them.  

As previously described by us, almost all companies presently providing the services in this 

(voice mail/Audiotex) space are startups or SME players who have built their own Software 

products. Unified license operators are already allowed to provide these service. So, there is 

no barrier for them to enter in to these services, except creating specialisation around these 

services and building the requisite Software that runs the service.  

The licensed Telecom operators in their responses to consultation paper have blindly 

favoured a license regime in this space, as well as attempted to make the case of revenue loss 

and breach of license. This is clearly an attempt to hog the telecom sector landscape.  

We believe the approach taken by the large players in the Industry is contrary to the direction, 

thought and objectives of present Government. It confronts the principles of building an 

innovative society and multiplying growth opportunities for the enterprising youth of our 

country. 

Recognize them as value added Services 

We already stated this in our response earlier submitted. However, it seems there is a need 

to reinforce the point.  

The services provided in this space are highly specialised “Value Added Services”. They are by 

no means either the carriage services or network services. It is a layer on top of the existing 

mobile and basic telephony that delights the consumer by fulfilling their needs that 

basic/mobile telephony cannot.  

Value Addition is done on the services hired from licenses telecom operators, which have 

already been subject to revenue share mechanism. Hence, the very claim that these services 

can be sold at a cheaper rate than the local calls is squarely an imagination. So, also the 

revenue loss story does not stand any ground. 

Therefore, the need to recognize this aspect of “Value Added Service” providers, is primary 

to any policy framing under consideration on the subject.  
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Regulate doesn’t imply inevitability of license 

There is a serious need to catch up with technological advancements. A large country like 

India can’t be left to mercy of few companies on this account. This calls for reform and further 

deregulation of the telecom sector to a degree that it is accommodative of changes from time 

to time.  

In order to allay any doubts of the stakeholders in this sector and better value to the 

consumer, there may be need to regulate this sub-sector of Value Added Service provider. 

Regulation does not always mean “a license”. This value added service sub-sector does not 

hurt the incumbent licensees in any way. Hence, a simplified regulated regime with lower 

administrative burden and lowers costs is desirable for suitability to this segment of the 

telecom sector.  

Hence, a registration system with period monitoring and control rather than a license regime 

has been recommended by us. 

Promote Innovation in Digital economy 

Indian is entering in to a ‘Digital Economy’ era. Digital India is also not just about connectivity 

and switching networks. So, a ‘Digital India’ cannot be created by just handful of licensed 

Telecom players. The consumer in a digital economy is going to consume variety of data and 

application. Innovative Software products can power up the Digital India to make it a 

functional ‘Digital Economy’.  

“Innovation is going to be the lubricant of future digital economies”. 

This segment of the Value Added Service has been born out of innovation of individual 

entrepreneurs and service provision works on Software products. So, also the commercial 

part of the service in integrated manner.  

At this juncture, when India is wanting to unleash the innovative power by its StartupIndia 

policy, the license raj or barrier created by large Telcos can be counterproductive to digital 

economy or the Digital India dream.  

Telecom sector and telecom policy at large has to imbibe this need to create friendly 

promotional environment for innovation to happen. It is not hidden from any one that 

innovation worldwide is being driven by individuals and small players.  

All stakeholders in telecom sector including the licensed telecom operators should contribute 

to Innovation. Hence, the need to support these small Value Added Service providers and 

welcome the new ones to emerge. 
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iSPIRT Request 

We seriously feel that growth cannot come from fixing ourselves to status quoist approach. 

There is a need to further add value to the telecom sector and hence a need to create scope 

for number of small players to contribute to the overall telecom sector. 

There is a huge opportunity for Indian Software industry to innovate and contribute to 

telecom sector. We from iSPIRT, request that TRAI takes the above points and our earlier 

response submitted in to consideration and create an enabling environment for India to grow.  

About iSPIRT 

iSPIRT (Indian Software Product Industry Around Table) is a think tank of Indian Software 

Product Industry. Our mission is to build a healthy, globally-competitive and sustainable 

Indian Software product industry. 

  


